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1 Introduction

Computer hardware is becoming increasingly com-
plex. Nowadays, most personal computers are fur-
nished with several cores sharing gigabytes of mem-
ory behind multi-level caches. Current hardware and
architecture description languages are struggling to
keep up with this burgeoning complexity of today’s
architectures. We see two possible ways forward: ei-
ther bite the bullet and start trying to reason about
SystemC, as recently argued for by Vardi [6], or start
again and try to provide exactly the right abstrac-
tions in a much simpler setting. We have chosen the
latter approach, in a joint project that has been run-
ning since Feb. 2009. Our proposed talk presents
progress so far and plans for future work.

2 The problem

Computer architects must strike a balance between
performance, power consumption, cost, and many
other non-functional design constraints. The exact
repercussions of early design decisions are not always
clear. How will an additional cache improve perfor-
mance? How much additional power will the cache
require? How much will it cost? It is crucial to pro-
vide architects with tool support to make such deci-
sions. Architectural analysis tools have traditionally
concentrated on performance estimation, but are less
well suited for power estimation. Mishra and Dutt
argue that it is difficult to design an Architecture De-
scription Language for a wide variety of architectures
to perform different tasks using the same specifica-
tion [5]. We see, once again, a window of opportunity
for advanced programming language technology, and
particularly functional programming languages.

3 Chalk

We have been inspired by earlier work on Lava [1]
and Hawk [2, 3]. Both Lava and Hawk are embed-
ded domain specific languages in Haskell developed
about 10 years ago. They differ both in their aims
and in how the embedding is constructed. Lava is a
deeper embedding of a purely structural description
language, while Hawk permits attractive high level
executable architecture descriptions, but doesn’t al-
low the user to do much else. We have aimed to find
a sweet spot between these two extremes, exploit-
ing modern functional programming techniques (such
as applicative functors and symbolic simulation) to
make abstractions and analysis methods available to
the user, while still allowing the description of high
level behaviours. The resulting language and tool is
Chalk. Chalk descriptions can be inspected, in or-
der, for example, to generate netlists or perform anal-
yses; but at the same time, the value types of signals
are general and can be user-defined; any Hawk circuit
description can be turned into a Chalk description
by a simple translation process.

The proposed talk will present Chalk via example
architecture descriptions, and will describe the asso-
ciated analyses, including a simple activity analysis.
Next, we will show how Chalk is implemented, in-
cluding the effect of the choice to make the interface
applicative [4]. We will also discuss the current limi-
tations of Chalk, present our plans for future work,
and request feedback from the audience. Given that
we are not alone in investigating the use of embedded
high level hardware description languages in Haskell,
we would be keen to start a discussion on possible
collaboration in this field.
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